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Red illuminated cubes soar over the casual seating in the formal wear 
section
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Painting the 
town red!
John Players’, a value for money brand from the ITC basket, has been present as a subtle 
retail player mostly through franchised outlets till date. Rising from its subdued existence, 
the brand’s all new slick and glittery 7,000 sq ft outlet in Bangalore makes a bold statement 
among other brands in the same caliber.

A glitzy glass structure clad in red 
describes John Players’ first designer 
flagship store, which screams out the 

brand’s new identity and experience shoppers 
can look forward to. Though it’s a value for 
money brand targeting the youth, this new 
store offers a sophisticated and cotemporary 
ambience. The objective set out for the 
designers was to further the brand image and 
create customer experience which will bring 
customers back again. For John Players it was 
important to create an outlet which was chic 
but at the same time not intimidating for its 
consumers.

“They didn’t want anything that would 
intimidate their customers, where they 
would lose the USP of the brand. When these 
customers get intimidated they will not buy, 
as they feel with such environment they will 
be charged more or cheated,” says Sanjay 
agarwal, Specialist Consultant & director, 
design for Change.

The experience begins with the brightly lit 
glass façade that flaunts the brand colour 
red coupled with blue lights and mannequins 
lined against the glass showcasing the latest 
collection of the brand.

The glass façade placed in a concaved style 
stretches to double height level where 
brilliant white, blue lights are bounced 
off from the ceilings and staircase that is 

blended with the red brand signage. Giving 
the store a sleek feature in the façade is the 
conical columns clad in steel and red glass 
mosaic tiles. 

Elevated seven feet from the ground level, 
the store spans over an area of 7,000 sq ft 
offering men’s formals section in the ground 
level and Miss Players the women’s wear 
brand and youth collection in the first level. 

“On 100 ft road we found that the visual 
communication must be very impulsive and 
strong, to get the attention of passersby. and 
since the layout was already done before we 
were called in, we only gave treatment for 
the visual experience such as the façade, 
visibility, window presentation, focus wall 
and staircase. So we took all these high 
points and knit them like a drama,” Sanjay 
explains.

Colour schemes play an important role in 
the store to differentiate the categories 
of merchandise of the brand. John Players’ 
formal and suit section uses red as a primary 
colour, along with a classic black and white 
checkered focus wall that acts as a backdrop 
for the mannequin display. 

although there is no definite colour for the 
upper level, a splash of purple among floral 
graphics takes on the Miss Players’ section 
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 Products take the centre stage where display units such as the trouser
hanging unit and floor unit have been presented through steel fixtures

Contemporary floral graphics form the backdrop of the display window
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and neutral shades have been utilised to tone 
down the use of colours.
Engaging customers was a key factor in the 
theme of the store. Graphics, multi-image 
wall and the yet to come dJ area was thrown 
in to win over the customers.
 
“Normally we would see white blank windows. 
So instead of plain white, we brought in a 
whole lot of contemporary graphics like 
the floral graphics. We call them glamour 
graphics,” says Sanjay.

Beckoning customers to the upper level 
is the tread of the staircase lit with blue 
lights, accompanied by a massive wall which 
features lifestyle graphics of the brand 
ambassadors. So, in place of a single 8 foot 
by 30 foot graphic, the designers broke it into 
a mosaic pattern, where multiple images add 
the extra visual element as a person climbs 
the stairs. 

Besides brand identity, red is used as a 
connecting colour to link the vertical space 
between the ground and upper levels. The 
formal wear section houses a red casual 

 The double height glass façade flaunts the red brand signage
coupled with dazzling white and blue lights

Bajaj ad
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seating area over a red carpeted area: which 
is then connected by red illuminated cubes 
suspended from the ceiling. 
“When you look down from the first floor you 
see this red space with the lounge area, even 
the railings are clad with red false leather. 
So the red façade is the skin and this is the 
whole red holding element of the store, 
around which other colours fall in place,” 
says Sanjay.

Toning down the concoction of colours the 
store has, the off-white backdrop and matte 
finish flooring works well as a neutralizing 
agent for all merchandise to be displayed. 
Products take the centre stage where display 
units such as the trouser hanging unit and 
floor unit have been presented through steel 
fixtures with a minimalist industrial look.

Lighting has played a major role in bringing 
out all the design elements in the outlet. 
Bright lights have been bounced off from the 
glass and concealed white, blue lighting in 
the ceiling has been used across the store to 
get maximum intensity.

Talking about the treatment for lighting in 
the store, Sanjay explains, “We needed an 
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over lit store, even if it was not in terms 
with the design. Controlled or mood lighting 
in such stores could give a perception of 
intimidation. So we bounced of around 900 
lux of CdMT lights as compared to 600 lux 
used ordinarily. It has a mix of day light to 
cool day light. Not much of yellow lighting 
was used.”

although the brand has now got its first 
designer flagship outlet, John Players’ is 
planning on going for a different look with 
each exclusive store. However, it would stay 
put with certain core design elements.

“For John Players, the stores will have different 
sort of locations. To have one look might 
not be suitable for the brand, it might get 
mundane. Firstly, they would give importance 
to the treatment for the space available. 
Secondly, they would explore red which is their 
consistent element and then add something 
new and interesting element.” l

Concealed blue lighting beckons the shopper to the mezzanine level housing the Miss Players and youth collection
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